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A very surprising development of the last two 
years is that not only supersymmetry but also super-
gravity have been accepted as basis for phenomenolog-
ical models. In this talk, I would like to focus on 
a few theoretical aspects of supersymmetry and super-
gravity which might be relevant for particle phenome
nology in the near future. Thus I have to apologize 
for not mentioning very fine work on the formal 
developments in extended supergravity (N > 2) and on 
the mathematical aspects of superspace. 

First I would like to discuss nonlinear trans
formation laws of supersymmetry. They describe sys
tems in which supersymmetry is spontaneously broken 
and all the masses of the SUSY-partners are very high 
(except the Goldstino mass) compared to the relevant 
energy scale. Nonlinear transformation laws are use
ful because they allow conclusions to be drawn in a 
very model-independent way. 

Next, I am going to discuss some gneeral features 
of N = 1 supergravity models coupled to gauge 
theories. On a very simple model I would like to ex
plain the mechanism of a sliding scale. This mechan
ism, invented by E. Witten,^ might allow us to con
struct a model where different scales (Weinberg-Salam 
scale, grand unified scale, SUSY breaking scale, 
gravitino mass) arc all generated from one scale — 
in our case the Planck scale. That such ideas can 
be seriously discussed I consider to be one of the 
most exciting developments in supergravity. 

After this discussion I would like to mention 
N = 2 gauge theories. Some of them are believed to 
be finite quantum field theories. It will be interes
ting to see if the finite models can be used for phe
nomenology. It would be one step in embedding phenom-
enological models in extended supersymmetric theories, 
a step which eventually has to be taken if we believe 
that a fundamental theory might be based on an ex
tended supergravity theory. 

Supersymmetry is a boson-fermion symmetry. All 
models are constructed in such a way that every known 
particle has a SUSY partner of opposite statistics. 
None of these partners have yet been observed. We 
believe that they are very heavy. 

Supersymmetric couplings are usually of a type 
that an even number of SUSY partners enters a vertex 
(R invariance). If supersymmetry is spontaneously 
broken, there should be a fairly light Goldstino. 
It will be hard to discover this particle because it 
always changes a known particle to its heavy SUSY 
partner. 

However, processes where this partner is virtual will 
contribute to low energy amplitudes. The general 
features of such processes are summarized in low 
energy theorems. Low energy theorems can be derived 
with the help of the nonlinear transforming Akulov-
Volkov field2 and the transformation law for matter 
fields.3 

6 X = Ç - i(XomÇ - ÇomX)8 X 
£ oc et m a 

ô A - -i(Xa Ç - Ça X)3 A 
Ç m 

This formalism has been developed by many 
authors.^ It has been brought into an especially 
workable form by E. Ivanov, A. Korpustnikov,^ and 
by S. Samuel and J. Wess. These authors have shown 
that any Lorentz invariant theory can be made super-
symmetric by coupling in the Goldstino in a very well 
defined way. The resulting "low energy theorems" 
state that a pair of Goldstinos couples to the energy 
momentum tensor of the matter fields^: 

— v u 
i k \ y 3 X T . 

uv 

k is an unknown constant. 
The best way to look for the Goldstino is to 

look for events with missing energy. 0. Nachtmann, 
A. Reiter, and M. Wirbel^ have tried to place experi
mental bounds on k by analyzing the events 

p + p * one jet + X + X + (soft particles) 

p + p + y + \ + \ + (soft particles) 

e ++e + y + \ + \ 

If they attribute the 5 single jet events and 
the one or two single photon events of UAI to these 
processes, they find that the ratio 

a(p + p + jet)/a(p + p •* y) 

is in reasonable agreement with experiment. They 
find 

-1/4 
K ^ 80GeV . 

The process e +e ->• y + X + X has a cross section that 
rises with the sixth power of /s: 

a(e + + e y + X + X) ^ (j~ 6eV^ 6 10~2pb 

cuts 2E.//s > 0.1 45° < 6. < 135° 
J - J -

With the above value of k, one event should have been 
seen at DESY (JADE). 

The UAI single jet events have also been attri
buted to gluino production by J. Ellis, H. Kowalski, 
and by E. Reyer and D.P. Roy.^ This would be consis
tent with a gluino mass of 20-40 GeV. 

Another supersymmetry interpretation of these 
events would be via Wino production. This has been 
reported at this conference by R. Arnowitt.^ 

If the nonlinear theory is coupled to supergravity 
we find that the transformation law of the Goldstino 
depends on the supergravity multiples 

(e * a , b ., M ) : 
m m act 

ô\ X = - Ç (x) - - M*X 2Ç - \ X 2 b . l
a  

Ç a a 3 a 6 aa 

+ 2i(Xa bÇ)Â X - 2(Xa bÇ)(Xa C^ u) Z X 

b a b *Jc a. 
The Goldstino field can be transformed away. It 

will furnish the missing degrees of freedom for a 
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The Goldstino field can be transformed away. It 
will furnish the missing degrees of freedom for a mas
sive gravitino. This is the supersymmetric Higgs 
Kibble mechanism discovered by S. Deser and B. Zumino 
and by D.Z. Freedman and A. Das. 

The nonlinear transformations provide a complete 
formalism describing the supergravity coupling.1* j t 

shows that almost all signs of supersymmetry can be 
hidden at arbitrary large energy. This caused 
S. Samuel to call it "secret supersymmetry."-^ 

A generic indication of supersymmetry would be 
the existence of two Higgs fields^ in the standard 
Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model. 

Let us now turn to more specific models. For 
rigid N =• 1 supersymmetry, they are formulated in 
terms of chiral superfields S and vector superfields 
V. The most general supersymmetric and gauge invar
iant Lagrangian is*-*: 

L = / d2e|- I D 2$[S +e VS] + \ W 3f a b(S)W
b 

+ g(S) + h.c.J 

Here we have used a superspace formulations which has 
been put: on a more rigorous mathematical basis by A. 
Rogers.^ 

For renormalizable models we have to demand that 
g, the superfield potential, be a polynomial of degree 
three and that 

*[S +e VS] = S +e VS, f ^ S ) = 6 ^ . 

There are also "nonstandard" formulations of 
supersymmetric matter multiplets.^ Their coupling 
to gauge fields has recently been discussed by 
B.B. Deo and S.J. Gates, J r . 1 8 

There is a standard w a y ^ to couple models with 
the above Lagrangian to minimal supergravity. We 
have to multiply the Lagrangian by the chiral density 
*t. and replace the chiral projection operator D^ by 
the covariant chiral projection operator - 8R) : 

L = / d 2e2g J- i (& 2 - 3R) « [ s V s ] 

+ I W a f a b ( S ) w D +

 g ( S ) + h , C * J * 
This Lagrangian includes the supergravity action if 
$ = - 3 + (field dependent terms). A constant in the 
superfield potential g(S) contributes a supersymmetric 
cosmological term. 

The Lagrangian can be decomposed into component 
fields.2® The dynamics is then governed by a particu
lar combination of $ and g, the Kâhler pot'entia 121: 

G(z\z) = - 3 ln(- ~ *(z,z)) + ln|g(z)| 2 . 

Here we have denoted the scalar components of S by z. 
The Kahler potential defines the Kohler metric: 

2 
i = 3 G  

g j ~ 3z.3z"J 

From the metric a Ricci tensor R 1. can be constructed. 
The kinetic energy of the scalar fields depends 

on the Kahler metric: 

/- \ i „ -1 „m 
L, . (z, z) = eg . 3 z J 3 z. . 
^cm J m i 

The potential energy of the scalar fields depends 

on the Kâhler potential: 

G ] \ -1 j 9G 3G I 
V • e e (3 • g t _ - j 

• • • I - ( £ * b 0 • 

The last term is the generalization of the D a part 
of the potential energy to curved space. 

We specify the model by assuming f a^ = <Sâ  and 
further that the potential has a minimum such that 

<D a> = 0 and <V> = 0. Then we obtain the following 
mass relations: 

1/2<G> 
m 3 / 2 = e 

StrM 2 = 2 n 2 / 2 | ( N + 1 ) . R y j e g - l j 

3G 3G I 
k 3z f 

3z e j 

N is the number of scales multiplets and Str is the 
supertrace. 

Two obvious choices of Kahler manifolds have 
been extensively studied in the 1iterature^ : 

1) The "Kohler flat" manifold: 

g 1. = fi1. , f , = 6 . . 
j J ab ab 

From there we conclude: 

G = zz + In |g(z)I , 

R.J = 0 
i 

$ = - 3 exp[- j zz] 

StrM 2 = 2(N+1) m 2

/ 2 

2) The "minimal" manifold: 

$ = - 3 + zz , f , = 5 . 

ab ab 
From there we conclude: 

G = - 3 log(l - i zz) + In |g(z)| 2 

i 3 °i 

StrM2 = 0 

In this case, the mass relation is of particular 
importance. Quadratic divergences of the potential 
energy are, in general, proportional to StrM . 

The second case h a s ^ additional interesting 
features. It defines the noncompact version of CP(N), 
U(N,1)/U(N) x u(l) as the underlying manifold. Be
cause of its metric, this manifold is a complete space 
for |z|^ < 3. It is transitive and the "boosts" in 
the direction y are: 

„ a* 4 a* 
U ^ y U - y 

The Kâhler metric is invariant under such "boosts." 
The superfield potential g 4 z ) transforms: 

r 1 + y ' i3 

g(y',x') = V 5 •• g(y ( y'),z(z',y')) 

L / l - | a | 2 J 
In general, this transforms a polynomial into a 
rational function. If, however, g is a polynomial of 
degree three, it remains so under the transformation. 
This again characterized a minimal extension to curved 
space of a renormalizable model. 

From the general form of the scalar potential, 
we see that V can be identically zero even though g(z) 
is different from zero. For the minimal manifold 
(case 2), we find that 

g(z) = „(l + 0 
gives V = 0. This potential does not determine the 
vev of the scalar field z at the tree level. Its vev 
is a sliding parameter <z>//3" = a. In terms of this 
parameter, the gravitino mass slides as well: 

1 / 2 < G >

 r_i±â_i
3 



All these theories can be constructed as geomet
rical theories in curved superspace. The superspace 
variable is = (x m, 6^, The dynamical vari
ables are the vielbein and the connection <t>ĵ  • 
Covariant derivatives can be defined: 

The commutator of two derivatives defines the curva
ture and the torsion: 

{^f>>]V A - V DR A - T F«r>vA . 
1 C'HBJ CBD CB * V 

The Jacobi-identities for the commutators lead to the 
Bianchi identities 

' {RABCD-̂ ATBCD-TABVJ =° 
ABC:eyelie sum. 

This formulation of supergravity theories is very 
similar to the formulation of general relativity in 
four dimensional space-time. There one puts T = 0 
as a constraint equation. This equation can be solved 
by expressing the connection (Christoffel symbol) in 
terms of the vielbein (metric tensor). Thus, the con
straint equation T = 0 allows us to eliminate the con
nection as an independent dynamical variable. The 

Bianchi identity / , R , , in this case, reduces 
abc abc 

the number of tensor components of R a^ c^-
In the case of supergravity, we have many vari

ables. Thus, we could try to eliminate them by 
putting T = 0. This, however, would eliminate all 
dynamical variables.31 

Tha analog to general relativity would be to ask 
for those constraints which allow us to solve for 
^MA ^ n t e r m s °f t n e vielbein. The vielbein, how
ever, has several reducible components (under the 
Lorentz group). It is possible to eliminate the di
mension 1/2 component E m

û in terms of its dimension 0, 
E m

a , E^ f l , and dimension -1/2 component E^ a. The 
constraint equations by which this can be achieveJ 

are called natural constraints."^ They are: 

T a = T a - 0 , T . a = 2ia â 

T B = (n-l)ô3 T 
Y d 'A V 

T a = (n+l)(6a T + ô a T ) 
Y3 H Y 3 

T , a = 2nfia, T 

yb b y 

T , C = 0 . 
ab 

A solution of the Bianchi identities, subject to these 
constraints, shows that the curvature and the torsion 
can be expressed in terms of a few tensor fields: 

R, G , T , W 
a ô a a ^ 

These tensor fields are still constraint, as for 
example, 

A T + j V T = 0 . 

exhibit different mass scales. The mass matrix N has 
to have null directions to avoid the superheavy scale 
for the corresponding fields. 

This should serve as a toy model to show how 
different mass scales can arise dynamically from one 
common scale for M, N, and u.. The idea is that radia
tive corrections are going to fix a = -1 + e, e << 1. 

We have discussed the coupling of gauge theories 
to minimal supergravity. Besides the minimal super-
gravity multiplet (12 bosonic + 12 fermionic compo
nents), there are several other multiplets known.1 

These are the non-minimal multiplet2^ (20 + 20),'the 
new minimal 2 7 (12 + 12), the flexible multiplet 2 8  

(28 + 28), the new multiplet 2 9 (16 + 16), and the 
reducible multiplet^ (24 + 24). All these multiplets 
can be obtained from the flexible multiplet. Gauge 
fixing in the flexible multiplet leads to the reducible 
multiplet. All others can be found in invariant sub-
spaces of the reducible multiplet. However, all these 
multiplets have in common the graviton field e m

a and 
the gravitino field \pm , ïpm . They are different in 
their auxiliary field content. They all allow the 
construction of an invariant action and coupling to 
Yang-Mills theories. 

If we solve this constraint through a prepotential, 
T g =^g*» we obtain the flexible multiplet (28+28) 
from the natural constraints. This solution allows 
for a gauge transformation \p -*• \p + A, - 0. If 
we fix the gauge we obtain the reducible multiplet 
(24+24). This multiplet can be further reduced in 
different ways: 

1) T a = 0, R 4 0: minimal multiplet (12+12) 

2) n ^ 0, R = 0, T £ 0: non-minimal multiplet 
a (20+20) 
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Note that supersymmetry is also broken: 

< f f > = 3 ^ ( 1 + a ) • 

In general, we woula\ like to have a scalar poten
tial which has a local minimum, <V> = 0, and supersym
metry should be broken, Og/3z> 4 0. Dragon, Schmidt, 
and Ellwanger^ have examined the minimal case. They 
observe that the above boosts can be used to transform 
any nonvanishing vev to zero. An 0'Raifeartaigh-like 
analysis lead them to conclude that the general form 
of a potential obeying the restrictions discussed 
above is 

g(y,z) = u(l + -~ y )
3 + 0(z 2) , 

= n ( i + 75 y ) 3 + £ u + jj) M Z 2 

1 M 7 2 1 Y73 

+ - NZ + - KZ 

where N and M are mass matrices. Again, the vev of 
y is a sliding parameter. Shifting away a nonvan
ishing vev of y and taking the limit M p i a n c k "** °°J 
Dragon et _al. find that the field y decouples and 
that the surviving Yukawa interactions are determined 
by the superpotential: 

The remaining scalar potential is given by: 

v = I | ^ . | 2 _ R e ^ O - ! i ! N Z 2 . 

i 1 3 z i 1 1 -1 a I 2 

The additional part in V shows explicit soft supersym
metry breaking, a generic feature of N = 1 super-
gravity models. ïhe gravitino mass slides 

/ 1 + a \3 

If a is close to minus one, a = -1 + e, SUSY breaking 
will be of the order e. We also see that the factors 

1+a 1/2 1 „ 1 „ 
,.. M ^ e M, ... •• N ^ —= N , 

Am?
 /e 

/ 1 + a \3 3/2 



3) n = 0, R = 0, T a 4 0: These constraints are 
invariant under a super Weyl transformation. 
Choosing a particular gauge leads to the new 
minimal multiplet (12+12). 

In all the cases, where n ^ 0, we obtain the ac
tion as the covariant volume element L = E. For 
n = 0, this volume element is zero. However, also in 
this case there is a superspace action: 

/T aT T T a \ 

-'(v-IN) 
S = $T - T aT 

a a 

The coupling to matter fields^ proceeds in the 
same way as in the minimal case. There is a chiral 
density . It is, hwoever, singular in S (see above). 
The chiral projectin operator exists as well: 

Â = & 2 - 3(n+l)T> o t - 2(n+l)S . 
à 

The matter coupling in curved superspace. has the fol
lowing Lagrangian: 

Z = / d 2 e t | Â * [ S V S ] 

-a/2 - V y Q r v w - -ft/2 - v A 6 v, 
+ Tr(A e e e )(A e e 3- e ) 

a 

+ g(S) + h.c.j 

ft = 2(3n+l) -

The hypermultiplet has a similar decomposition: 

The Yang-Mills potentials v have to be in the 
adjoint representation of the gauge group G' • This 
now applies to the full N = 2 vector multiplets. 

The "usual" matter fields might be thought of 
as being members of the N = 1 chiral superfield x. 
This determines the group representation of the hyper-
mult iplet . 

N = 1 supersymmetry has given a SUSY partner to 
each known particle. N = 2 supersymmetry adds mirror 
gauge and matter multiplets $ and Y +. All the N = 2 
gauge theoires are vector-like theories. Their 
Lagrangian can be written in terms of the above men
tioned N = 1 superfields: 

L - ——• / d2e W 0 ^ + i/2 g / d2e Y4>X + h.c. 

+ 2 /d 26 d 2ë [Tr * + e 2 g % e ~ 2 g V 

+ X + e 2 g V X + Y + e ~ 2 g v T Y] 

For the case n = 0, the matter coupling has to be R 
invariant. For n ^ 0, non R invariant theories are 
possible. In general, they will be singular in S. 
It can be shown, however, that R invariant theories 
are not singular-3-' and that their dynamics is again 
governed by a Kahler potential. 

Another very interesting development was the dis
covery of N = 2 ultraviolet finite gauge theories.^ 
It is well known that supersymmetry softens the diver
gencies of a theory^; that it completely removes all 
divergencies is a remarkable result. 

The theories in question are constructed in terms 
of N - 2 vector multiplets and hypermultiplets. The 
helicity states of these multiplets are best shown in 
the following figures: 

+ gauge fixing + ghosts. 

The gauge couplings and the Yukawa couplings all de
pend on the single coupling constant g. ^Considered 
as an N = 1 gauge theory the coupling Jd^Q y<j)x would 
have been independent. It is an F-type coupling for 
which the N - 1 non-renormalizaton theorem applies. 

In addition to the N = 2 supersymmetry the above 
Lagrangian is also R invariant and invariant under 
the previously mentioned SU(2) group. 

Such a Lagrangian can give rise to an ultraviolet 
finite field theory. This statement is based on the 
following arguments: 

1) In the N = 2 superspace background field 
method, there are no counterterms above one loop for 
any N = 2 model which can be written in terms of N =2 
superfields. 

2) By the same argument one concludes that the 
wavefunction renormalizations Z = Z = 1. 

x y 
3) The N = 1 non-renormalization theorem then 

tells us that 

z z / / 2 = 1 

g <t> 

4) 6(g) = {2C 9(G) - 2T(R)}g
3 

16* 

Here we have indicated how the two supersymmetries 
connect the states.. It shows that the N=2 vector mul
tiplet decomposes into an N=l vector multiplet V and 
an N=l chiral multiplet 4> . The states X and * are 
connected by an SU(2), an authomorphism group of N=2 
supersymmetry. 

Here, 02(G) is the quadratic Casmir for the adjoint 
representation and T(R)6 a b = TrT aT b. 

It is possible to have B(g) = 0 by choosing for 
the matter fields the proper representation. This 
e.g. is always the case for N = 4 theories. There 
the matter representation is the adjoint representa
tion when looked upon as an N = 2 theory. 

The statement that such theories are ultraviolet 
finite has been checked and verified by explicit two 
loop calculations.-^ However, there is no known 
supersymmetric and gauge invariant regularization. 
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All explicit calculations have been done in the dimen
sional reduction scheme (red).^ 8 This scheme is 
supersymmetric but it is known to have difficulties 
with unitarity above the two loop level. However, 
it was argued that this should not be the case up to 
two loops. ^ Q 

On these grounds, R. van Damme and G. 't Hooft 
have questioned the results obtained with dimensional 
reduction^ They have considered the N = 2 gauge 
theory as a regular gauge theory, depending on four 
independent coupling constants. They use the regular 
dimensional regularization scheme (minimal subtraction 

ruin) and then tried to compare their results with 
the others. The renormalized parameters should be 
finitely related 

red mn , x 

g i = g i + i g ) 

if both schemes are to make sense. There are two ways 
to relate the results: compare the the g-functions 
or compare renormalization invariant charges. For 
R. van Damme and G. 1t Hooft the two ways of comparing 
the theories gave a different redefinition of the 
coupling constants. They concluded that the results 
obtained by dimensional reduction (the supersymmetric 
results) have to be inconsistent. 

A similar analysis was then done by L.V. Avdeev, 
D.I. Kaxakov, and O.V. Tarasov^ and by D. Maison,^ 
They do not find any discrepancy and conclude that 
there is (at present) no contradiction to the exis
tence of gauge invariant and supersymmetric N = 2 
theories. This result is also supported by recent 
work of R. Oehme, K. Sibold, and W. Zimmermann. ̂ 3 

They show that there is a consistency condition if 
a theory with several coupling constants (four con
stants if the N - 2 theory is considered as a gauge 
theory only) is reduced to a theory with fewer con
straints (one constant for the N - 2 theory), 

dg^g) 

3,(g,(g)) = e(g) — — 

This consistency condition has a solution ;;n the case 
of interest and it reproduces the results obtained 
with the dimensional reduction scheme. This becomes 
even more convincing when we start from the two param
eter N - 1 gauge theory related to our N = 2 theory, 
0. Pigeut and K. Sibold^ have shown in previous work 
that N = 1 supersymmetry and gauge invariance are con
sistent to all orders in perturbation theory. Again, 
the consistency condition relating the two parameter 
theory to the one parameter theory has a solution 
wh i c h agrees with the previous results. A gauge in
variant and supersymmetric renormalization does not 
require a regularizaton scheme having this property. 
There is a good chance that there are N = 2 supersym
metric and finite gauge theories. 

There remains the infrared problem, P.S. Howe 
and P.C. West 3^ have conjectured that models which 
are ultraviolet finite at one loop are also infrared 
finite at two loops. 0. Pigicet and K. Sibold^ in 
a very recent paper have shown that in supersymmetric 
gauge theories off-she11-Green1 s function do exist 
such that Green's functions of gauge invariant opera
tors are supersymmetric. They conclude that the off-
shell infrared problem is a gauge artifact. 

What are the phenomenological possibilities of 
N = 2 finite models?^ To think about it is only 
possible because there are "soft" supersymmetry 
breaking operators. They preserve the finiteness of 
the theory and they allow us to introduce mass terms 
and explicit breaking of the chiral symmetries. 
Potentials can be obtained which, at the tree level, 
give large masses to mirror fermions. It is, however, 
very difficult (impossible?) to construct realistic 
models. The F I N I T E N E S S condition is very R E S T R I C T I V E 

on the group representations. It is very difficult 
to see how several families can be accommodated. 
Moreover, it I S difficult to obtain a generation de
pendence of quark and lepton masses from A N N = 2 
finite GUT theory because the only fundamental param
eters of the theory are gauge couplings. The gauge 

group might have to be enlarged to include a family 
group as well. 
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